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A CHARACTER BUILT THROUGH 

CATALYST PROJECTS
Catalyst projects are strategic works that implement the tenets of the Character Plan. !ey set the direction for ongoing implementation of the Plan through larger development projects.

SOUTH KIRINARI STREET ENTRY LANDSCAPE

South Kirinari Street: [Wider Campus Character]
!is project is representative of the character of the wider campus of native grassland and extensive plantings of black trunked trees. It demonstrates the incremental implementation of the new 
planting structure and the integration of existing vegetation within the new landscape character.

New plantings of black trunked trees de"ne a broad avenue shared by the existing street alignment and a realigned path within a generous verge of native grasses.

Existing vegetation is mapped and the landscape developed through succession planting of the black trunked tree grid and native grasses.

!is broad avenue provides the dimension and scale appropriate for a vehicular entrance to the campus. 

!is project begins to deliver the black trunk tree grid of the wider campus New plantings of the black trunked tree grid de"ne a broad entry avenue 
while also providing contrast to the white tree grid of the College Street Entry Square 

1. Pedestrian circulation system analysed and simpli"ed 2. Existing vegetation structure mapped, key trees retained

3. Understory of native grasses established to contain path system and road, bringing colour 
to the streetscape

4. A two stage implementation of black trunk tree grid plantings brings a sense of enclosure 
to Kirinari Street and begins to deliver the black grid tree structure to the wider campus
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A CHARACTER BUILT THROUGH CATALYST PROJECTS

VICE CHANCELLORS TERRACE & ENTRY GREEN
[Transitional Campus Character: Eastern]
!is project is a key catalyst project as it begins to deliver a transitional space between the wider south eastern campus and the Academic Core, setting the character for this type of space. !e space 
is the main arrival point for those meeting with the Vice Chancellor. !e design introduces a pedestrian oriented shared hardscape in place of the existing surface carpark. It also introduces a more 
clearly de"ned entry transition from Kirinari Street to the Concourse. !is is achieved by building an edge terrace with a strong entry threshold where the paths move through the terrace walls. !e 
design process is one of mapping existing vegetation and then strengthening the contrasts found in line with this Campus Character Plan. !e green thread is given form in this project, as is the white 
grid atop an edge terrace indicating the threshold to the Academic Core. Existing black trees and transitional beds of native grasses introduce the character of the wider campus for those leaving the
Academic Core.   

1. A series of transitional thresholds exist [black] between Kirinari Street and !e Concourse. !e 
new edge of the Vice Chancellors Terrace [red] will provide the major entry threshold that this space 
requires

2. Key circulation paths [black] are mapped, the surface carpark [red] in the pedestrian 
desire line is removed

3. New hardstand forms an upper terrace [1] and a large tilted shared space [2]. White 
brick walls [3] form the edge of the terraces

1. Vegetation mapped to establish key existing character groups. 
Green thread (green), white grid (grey), black grid (dark grey). Trees 
removed shown in red

2. Additional white, black and green thread trees 
proposed to strengthen the vegetation structure in line 
with this Campus Character Plan

3. Green thread established along drainage lines and through the
existing Casuarina copse

4. !e vegetation structure and terracing establish a key landscape transi-
tion from the lower ground of the wider campus and the higher ground of 
the Academic Core

!e South Kirinari Street and the Vice Chancellors Terrace and Entry Green catalyst projects link to form  a distinctive 
vehicular entry sequence to the campus from College Street    

Views over the future Vice Chancellors Terrace and Entry Green
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1. 

Above: !e plan and model of the proposed Hub development, illustrating the arrangement of terraces that link two existing spaces of the Hub and the Concourse Green into one larger central space for the campus.

THE HUB 

At the centre of the Concourse is the Hub; a sunken court ringed by cafe and retail. An underpass 
connects to Kirinari Street and stairways ascend to the Concourse. !e northern side of the Hub is 
removed and replaced with a series of broad paved and grassed terraces which gently step up to meet 
the Concourse lawns. Behind a rammed earth wall a ramp connects the Hub to these terraces and to 
the Concourse. On the western side an intermittent grid of white trunked trees shade the Hub "oor and 
terraces. Sedge gardens step along the eastern side. Runnels collect surface water and direct it to the 
trees and sedge gardens.

!e Hub catalyst project introduces to the Concourse the white tree grid and the green thread of the 
water train, the dry ridge and ephemeral watercourse. !e rich red browns of the earth wall signify the 
Hub being cut into the ground and reference the exposed earth banks of College Street. Opening the 
northern side transforms the enclosed Hub from a place of deep shadow into a sun #lled open court 
with views to the Concourse lawns. !e Hub "oor and terraces provide a variety of places for informal 
groups and individuals to relax, socialise and study. It can accommodate performance, discourse and 
debate with an audience gathered on the terraces and looking down from the surrounding Concourse.

A CHARACTER BUILT THROUGH CATALYST PROJECTS

THE HUB

[Central Landscape Character] 

IMAGE KEY:

1. Rammed earth wall
(dry concourse ridge edge)
2. Swales/ raingardens
(wet concourse green thread)

1. 

2. 

Above: Sectional elevation of ‘hanging-sedge wall’ and bio retention swale beneath creating a key part of the ‘green thread’ water treatment system of the campus

Le": !e Hub project becomes 
the catalyst  project for the 
development of the ridge/ valley 
condition along the Concourse

Right and Below: !e western 
edge of the Hub is a dry rammed 
earth wall, in contrast to the 
eastern edge which brings expres-
sion to the ‘green thread’ through 
a series of terraced swales and 
raingardens and a wet ‘hanging-
sedge wall’
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A CHARACTER BUILT THROUGH CATALYST PROJECTS

SOUTHERN TERRACE & LIBRARY LAWN

[Transitional Campus Character: Western]

IMAGE KEY:

1. White brick edge to terrace 
indicating edge of Academic Core

2. White trunk tree grids of the 
Concourse on the upper terrace

3. Black trunk tree grids

4. Swales/ raingardens
(wet concourse green thread)

IMAGE KEY:

1. White brick wall
2. Terraces with cafe seating 
looking over University Green
3. Cafes and shops
4.  Native grasses and white trunk 
trees
5. Turf sitting platform
6. Native grasses and black trunk 
trees
7. Library lawn turf and white 
trunk trees
8. Productive garden terraces
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2. 

4. 
5. 

8. 

A white brick wall (shown red) de!nes the Southern Terrace                                                                                  Plan of the Southern Terrace and Library Lawn
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View looking south east over the Southern Terrace and Library Lawn
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6. 
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        To University Green

        To Belconnen

        !
e Concourse

White trunk trees White trunk trees on upper terrace Black trunk trees

Black trunk trees White trunk trees on upper terrace Cafe seating
White brick wall

White brick wall

Section through the walkway leading to Belconnen looking towards the Southern Terrace

Section through the Southern Terrace edge looking towards the Concourse

!e Southern Terrace links the Concourse and the University Green. It is the principal gateway to the Concourse for pedestrians from the Belconnen Town Centre, the event spaces of the Green and the 
student residences. !e design of the terrace brings the black and white tree colours into direct contrast, overlapping the two characters to create a sense of transition between the character of the 
University Green and that of the Concourse. A white brick wall edges the terrace, extending the character of the Concourse into the broader campus.

Arrival Square

"e Hub
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